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1)

Section -.A is Compulsory.

2)

Attempt any F,our questions from Section - B.

3)'

Attempt any Two questions from Section - C.
Section

-A

Ql)

(lOx 2

= 20)

a)

Sketch a simple diagram of an electronic d.c. voltameter.

b)

Enumerate application 'of CRO for measurement of electrical quantities.
.

c)

How many cycles of a 6 KHz sinusoi~al signal appear on CRO-screen if
the sweep frequency is 3KHz?

d)

For what measurement is an LCR

e)

Wave analyzer is used for what type of analysis

f)

'For what applications can CT and PT be used?

g)

Define a transducer and distinguish between active and passive transducers.

h)

What are necessity of recorders?

i)

How are LCD displays advantageous over LED displays?

j)

List various types of telemetry systems.

.

- meter

used?

- indicate?

Section - B
(4 x 5 = 20)
Q2) Withthe help of the circuit diagramof an Electronicmultimeterlist the essential
elements of the meter and'discuss its principle of working.
.
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Q3) Why is CRO considered a very useful instrument? With the aid of a block
diagram representation discuss working of a CRG. How is it used for
measurement of phase angle'of a wave?

'--

Q4) Describe an harmonic distortion analyser with the help of a block diagram:
How does a commercial harmonic distort~onanalyser differ from the ideal
,
one-discuss.
Q5) piscuss working of a stniingauge and derive expression for the "gauge factor

(G)". Why is the factor is about 2 for most of the metallic straingauges? A

.

strain gauge has a resistance of 100 Q and the ga~ge factor of 2.1. of strain is
2 x 10-3,obtain the change in resistance.
Q6) Describe the working principle of a Digital tape recorder. What are its areas of .

applicatio'ns - discuss.

-
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-C

Section

(2 x 10 = 20)
.
Q7) (a) Explainthe principleof workingand operationof a currenttransformer
.

\

(CT) and derive expressions for the-ratio and phase angle errors.
(b) A 1000/5, 50 Hz bar primary type current transformer lias secondary
burden of 1.5 Q (non-:inductive). Calculate the flux in the core and the
ratio error at rated condition of the CT. Assume iron loss in the core to
be 1.5 watts. Neglect leakage flux ahd the magnetising cUrrent.
Q8) (a)

What is Telemetry and what are its basic components? Sketch the block
.

diagram representation of a typical telemetry system and explain the
method of data transmission.

(b) List types of telemetry systems and distin~ish
telemetry_systems.
Q9) Write short note~ on:
(a) Applications of Telemetry systems.
(b)

Spectrum analysis and.

(c)

Special purpose oscilloscope.
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between d.c. and a.c.

